Sounds Wilde® Gaming Character Voice Reel Package
£295 (incl. VAT)
Package Includes:
 In-depth phone consultation before the recording session to discuss your
voice, gaming character voice skills and experience, requirements and what
to include in your gaming character voice reel
 Up to 6 hours recording in a professional personal studio in Wood Green,

London
 A set of original gaming character scripts, tailored to your voice and the
gaming characters you want to capture. Provided 1 week in advance of the
recording session upon payment of the deposit.
 Recordings of 5 - 8 short scripts of contrasting characters
 1min 30s Gaming Character Voice Reel montage mix containing samples of
everything recorded, in MP3 format
 copies of all individual tracks recorded delivered in MP3 format via Dropbox
(no Dropbox account necessary), mixed with music and sound effects
 Up to 2 changes to your voice reel free of charge (excluding re-recording)
 Voice direction during the session by an experienced voice artist & voice reel
producer (Kirsty Gillmore)
 Industry and business advice as part of the session, all questions answered!
 Comprehensive list of UK and international voice agencies and UK radio
drama, video game, animation & audiobook production companies PLUS How
to Do Voice Over guide, including tips for building experience, setting your
voice over rates, how to approach agents and production companies,
industry insights, how to get into video game voice acting and online voice
industry resources
YOU PROVIDE:

 Breakdowns of the gaming character voices that you would like to record, at
least 2 weeks in advance of the recording session. Scripts will be written for
you based on these.
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 Any of your own scripts that you would like to bring along – provided these
are original and not taken from existing game dialogue
®

 written testimonial for Sounds Wilde that can be used on the Sounds Wilde
website

®

THE PROCESS:

 After initial contact we will schedule a 30min phone consultation to discuss
your requirements, your character voice experience and skills and the types
of gaming characters you would like to record.
 Once a recording session has been booked for a specific date and time, I will

send you information and T&Cs for the session and an invoice for the nonrefundable £100 deposit
 Once the deposit has been paid, I will send you a booking confirmation and
scripts (as discussed in our consultation)
PLEASE NOTE: The booking is ONLY confirmed once the deposit has been paid.
Scripts will not be sent until the deposit has been paid.
 Prior to the recording session, you decide on 5 – 8 gaming characters that
you wish to record. I can write scripts or you can write your own with my
input. It's better to have a smaller number of strong characters you can do
really well than a larger number of characters that you're not completely
confident performing. For gaming reels, capturing 5-6 strong characters is
fine.
 On the day of the recording session we will record your scripts. It's a relaxed
process with opportunities for breaks and cups of tea! Please feel free to
bring along lunch and snacks, a fridge and microwave will be available for
your use.
 Following the recording session your tracks will be mixed with music and
effects and the finished results sent to you within 4 weeks of the recording
session, or as otherwise advised.
 Once you have been sent the finished results, you can request up to 2 major

changes and several minor changes to the mixed recordings at no extra
charge, bearing in mind that tracks cannot be re-recorded without extra
studio time being booked
 Any subsequent changes will be charged at £10 per change requested.
 Once you are happy with the mixes and tracks, I will send any edited
versions and your final invoice. A voice-only version of your final reel can be
provided on request, for an additional £20. I would also very much appreciate
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it if you could provide a written testimonial.
 You now have a professional Gaming Character Voice Reel!
®

Listen to examples of Gaming Character voice reels produced by Sounds Wilde at
http://soundswilde.com/voicereels
https://soundcloud.com/kirstygillmore/sets/gaming-voice-demos

Read testimonials from Sounds Wilde® clients here:
http://www.soundswilde.com/voice-reel-testimonials

For more information and to make a booking, contact Kirsty at:
kirsty@soundswilde.com

Ph: 07930689132
http://www.soundswilde.com/voicereels
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